
Åsa Lind
”You can think about whatever you want.
And nobody can take your thoughts away from you.”



Extracts from:
The Sand Wolf and the Whole Show

– Is time really like you said?
asked Zackarina, I mean as big.

– Absolutely, said the Sand Wolf. It is so big 
that you can’t see the end of it. And Hardly 
the beginning either. Well, not from here at 
any rate. 

– So there is not actually any particular, like, 
lack of time then? said Zackarina

The Sand Wolf smiled at her with a thou-
sand white shell teeth.

– Time, he said, there is no lack of time at 
all, indeed not.

Åsa Lind sees her writing as a way of examining reality, trying to understand 
a part of it, but also a way of examining language itself. What is it possible to 
express in words? How do you ‘write’ a colour?  How do you ‘tell of’ a scent? 
How can ‘space’ find room in a book? She says that she
wants to write books that can be used. Non-fiction books that don’t lies, tales 
that you can read or listen to time and time again. One way of telling how good a 
book is, is that it can be read aloud many times.

The kitchen at home was her centre of the world, and perhaps that is where she 
became an author
– long before she had even learnt to write. Her mother said: “You can think about 
whatever you want. And nobody can take your thoughts away from you.”

She used to work as a journalist but now she writes full-time.



A selection of Åsa Lind’s books

Sandvargen/The Sand Wolf

Nobody can cheer up Zackarina like the Sand Wolf. 
He is full of ideas and fun, and knows much about 
absolutely everything! Short, self-contained stories, 
ideal for reading a loud.

Sandvargen och hela härligheten/
The Sand Wolf and the Whole Show

Can you stop time? Where do colors go at night? 
And what can be done about those stupid bicycle 
thieves? Does it help to hit them? Zackarnia and the 
Sand Wolf are back again in new stories with ques-
tions about life. Big and small. A wonderful book to 
read aloud and to return to time after time.

Mera Sandvargen/More of the Sand Wolf

“Realtity is a very large and remarkable place. In 
fact simply everything happens there.”

Yes. That’s the sort of wise thing that Zackarina 
gets to hear from the Sand Wolf. And however 
sad or angry Zackarinas might be, she is always 
pleased to meet him down on the beach. He helps 
her in different ways, to train her “thinking box” and 
to realize that it is here and now that matter most.



Press voices:

”Lind’s language has a special quality to it,well crafted, and when you savour the stories 
in small doses you don’t notice anything of the elements of mannerism in the choice of 
words, rhythm and composition. Then your experience of the language is only great and 
full of pleasure. /…/ This is surely one the finest literary experiences on offer to younger 
readers this autumn.”

Jan Hansson in Svenska Dagbladet

”These stories develop in a glowing language, seething with life, a language with a rich-
ness of colour – as much directness as poetry – and they are told with an almost touching 
simplicity. Mera Sandvargen (More of the Sand Wolf) is Åsa Lind’s second book about the 
two friends. I just hope there is going to be an Even more of the Sand Wolf to follow.”

Katia Wagner in Sydsvenska Dagbladet

”The book tells of a child aged about 6 years old, still in that magical age when you can 
have the whole world in your head, and enough imagination to let that world grow. A book 
to read aloud in calm moments, to think about or to gain strength from.”

Eva Pettersson in BTJ (Swedish Public Libraries)

”Mera Sandvargen (More of the Sand Wolf) is an excellent book to read aloud to younger 
children, with really sensitive illustrations by Kristina Digman.The short chapters each con-
sist of a complete little tale, and everyone has a moral to it, without having a feel of being 
told by a know-all or being school-masterly in tone.”

Reviewer in Östgöta Correspondenten

”The sand wolf is like a classic pretend-friend who can help you deal with the adult world. 
But hehas another function. He is not a substitute in a lonely world, but an all-knowing – 
yet not superior – discussion partner who likes to have serious conversations. /…/ This 
is a book that is a pleasure to share with others, because you feel so at peace when you 
read it out loud.”

Ulrika Milles in Dagens Nyheter
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